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WebShifter is a web based and WAP enabled scheduler for TV and satellite recording software
applications. You can use it to schedule, edit and delete TV recordings using a web browser or WAP
browser. WebShifter has an integrated TV guide (EPG) and a file browser that allows you to
download or delete your recordings. Supported recording software ￭ ShowShifter ￭ Virtual VCR ￭
WinTVCap ￭ WinTV 2000 ￭ MyTheatre ￭ DVBsVCR2 ￭ TechnoTrend DVB-TV ￭ Fly 2000 TV ￭
GBRecord WebShifter is a web based and WAP enabled scheduler for TV and satellite recording
software applications. You can use it to schedule, edit and delete TV recordings using a web browser
or WAP browser. WebShifter has an integrated TV guide (EPG) and a file browser that allows you to
download or delete your recordings. Supported recording software ￭ ShowShifter ￭ Virtual VCR ￭
WinTVCap ￭ WinTV 2000 ￭ MyTheatre ￭ DVBsVCR2 ￭ TechnoTrend DVB-TV ￭ Fly 2000 TV ￭
GBRecord Here are some key features of "WebShifter": ￭ Keyword recording, automatically add
recordings based on EPG information ￭ Use multiple TV tuners/cards in a single recording schedule;
WebShifter will automatically assign each recording to an available tuner ￭ Queue for conflicting
recordings; WebShifter will automatically try to reschedule when you modify or delete scheduled
recordings ￭ Specify recording priority for autamatic (re)scheduling ￭ Specify recording location
(folder) per recording ￭ Recording history database to prevent duplicate recordings ￭
Documentation ￭ Translation into Dutch and Norwegian ￭ Full unicode support Requirements: ￭ Tv
Tuner Card Limitations: ￭ 30 day trial WebShifter Description: WebShifter is a web based and WAP
enabled scheduler for TV and satellite recording software applications. You can use it to schedule,
edit and delete TV recordings using a web browser or WAP browser. WebShifter
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WebShifter is a web based and WAP enabled scheduler for TV and satellite recording software
applications. You can use it to schedule, edit and delete TV recordings using a web browser or WAP
browser. WebShifter has an integrated TV guide (EPG) and a file browser that allows you to
download or delete your recordings. Supported recording software ￭ ShowShifter ￭ Virtual VCR ￭
WinTVCap ￭ WinTV 2000 ￭ MyTheatre ￭ DVBsVCR2 ￭ TechnoTrend DVB-TV ￭ Fly 2000 TV ￭
GBRecord Here are some key features of "WebShifter": ￭ Keyword recording, automatically add
recordings based on EPG information ￭ Use multiple TV tuners/cards in a single recording schedule;
WebShifter will automatically assign each recording to an available tuner ￭ Queue for conflicting
recordings; WebShifter will automatically try to reschedule when you modify or delete scheduled
recordings ￭ Specify recording priority for autamatic (re)scheduling ￭ Specify recording location
(folder) per recording ￭ Recording history database to prevent duplicate recordings ￭
Documentation ￭ Translation into Dutch and Norwegian ￭ Full unicode support Requires the
following: ￭ Tv Tuner Card Description: WebShifter is a web based and WAP enabled scheduler for
TV and satellite recording software applications. You can use it to schedule, edit and delete TV
recordings using a web browser or WAP browser. WebShifter has an integrated TV guide (EPG) and
a file browser that allows you to download or delete your recordings. Supported recording software
￭ ShowShifter ￭ Virtual VCR ￭ WinTVCap ￭ WinTV 2000 ￭ MyTheatre ￭ DVBsVCR2 ￭ TechnoTrend
DVB-TV ￭ Fly 2000 TV ￭ GBRecord Here are some key features of "WebShifter": ￭ Keyword
recording, automatically add recordings based on EPG information ￭ Use multiple TV tuners/cards in
a single recording schedule; WebShifter will automatically assign each recording to an available
tuner �
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WebShifter is a web based and WAP enabled scheduler for TV and satellite recording software
applications. You can use it to schedule, edit and delete TV recordings using a web browser or WAP
browser. WebShifter has an integrated TV guide (EPG) and a file browser that allows you to
download or delete your recordings. Supported recording software ￭ ShowShifter ￭ Virtual VCR ￭
WinTVCap ￭ WinTV 2000 ￭ ChrisTV ￭ iuVCR ￭ MyTheatre ￭ DVBsVCR2 ￭ TechnoTrend DVB-TV ￭
DABDig ￭ Fly 2000 TV ￭ GBRecord Here are some key features of "WebShifter": ￭ Keyword
recording, automatically add recordings based on EPG information ￭ Use multiple TV tuners/cards in
a single recording schedule; WebShifter will automatically assign each recording to an available
tuner ￭ Queue for conflicting recordings; WebShifter will automatically try to reschedule when you
modify or delete scheduled recordings ￭ Specify recording priority for autamatic (re)scheduling ￭
Specify recording location (folder) per recording ￭ Recording history database to prevent duplicate
recordings ￭ Documentation ￭ Translation into Dutch and Norwegian ￭ Full unicode support
Requirements: ￭ Tv Tuner Card Limitations: ￭ 30 day trial WebShifter is a web based and WAP
enabled scheduler for TV and satellite recording software applications. You can use it to schedule,
edit and delete TV recordings using a web browser or WAP browser. WebShifter has an integrated
TV guide (EPG) and a file browser that allows you to download or delete your recordings. Supported
recording software ￭ ShowShifter ￭ Virtual VCR ￭ WinTVCap ￭ WinTV 2000 ￭ ChrisTV ￭ iuVCR ￭
MyTheatre ￭ DVBsVCR2 ￭ TechnoTrend DVB-TV ￭ DABDig ￭ Fly 2000 TV ￭ GBRecord Here are some
key features of "WebShifter": ￭ Keyword recording, automatically add recordings based on EPG



System Requirements For WebShifter:

Supported video cards and chipset: - NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 or above - NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750
or above - AMD Radeon R9 270 or above Supported OS: - Windows 7, 8, 10 64bit - Windows 10 64bit
Software Requirements: - Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 - DirectX SDK 1.0 - Direct3D-9 - DirectX-
Compute - DirectX-Math - DirectX-Effects If you are a game developer:Q
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